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continuing to promote and support the creation of new
jobs and businesses. The state has worked to develop a

tax and regulatory actions and enacting proactive,
sustainable programs aimed at job creation, innovation and
workforce retention.

Tax Increases with Spending Limits

moved to raise the individual income tax rate to 5 percent
from its current rate of 3 percent and the corporate tax rate
from its current 4.8 percent to 7 percent in order to avert

$8 billion in unpaid bills to social service agencies,
pharmacies and others, and a sinking bond rating.
As part of this legislation, the state’s spending growth
would be limited from one year to the next over the next
four years. Efforts to borrow $8.75 billion to take care
of the state’s months of unpaid bills failed, meaning that
social service agencies and others who have waited to be
paid by the State of Illinois for their services will have to
wait still longer.

The four-year tax increase would be accompanied by state
spending limits through FY2015. For FY2012, the limit
would be $36.8 billion, which would mark a 10 percent
increase from FY2011 spending levels. If the state breaches
the limit, then the higher-income tax rates would revert

emergency to raise spending by a set amount for a single

Illinois to sell about $12.2 billion in bonds to pay off a
huge bill backlog and to make a $3.7 billion pension fund
payment for FY2011.

Jobs Now and in the Future

is pressing ahead with efforts to make the state a better
place for businesses and citizens alike. To this end, the
state is continuing to support programs aimed at business
stimulation, including the state’s Illinois Jobs Now! capital
program and the Economic Development for a Growing
Economy Tax Credit Program (EDGE). Creating jobs

remains an ongoing priority for the governor and state
alike.

As part of the recent legislative push, $25 million would
be set aside to assist companies that will create or retain
well-paying, sustainable jobs. Funding would be available
to help construct or rehabilitate facilities, purchase or
upgrade equipment, or install necessary infrastructure
improvements. The program would also include funding
to assist small businesses operating or wanting to locate
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in economically depressed areas. The current credit crisis
has particularly hurt small business access to needed
credit. Therefore, $15 million has been made available to
help these small businesses survive and thrive. Another
$15 million has been set aside to help small, high-growth
technology companies to expand and put more people to
work in Illinois. Thanks to the state’s research institutions,
these business development opportunities are particularly
strong in information technology and biotechnology. Yet,

capital and locate to other states.

The Increasing Investment in the Employer Training
Investment Program (ETIP) program has emerged as
a critical tool for promoting the continued training and
development of Illinois workers. Investing to upgrade
workers’ skills increases productivity, reduces costs,
improves quality and increases competitiveness. Currently,
Illinois companies are reimbursed up to 50 percent of the
cost of training their employees through an ETIP grant.

Perhaps no other industry has been hit harder by the
current economic downturn than the domestic automotive
industry. The EDGE (Economic Development for a
Growing Economy) program provides corporate tax
credits to companies that create or retain jobs in Illinois
rather than locating or relocating them to other states.
Because the auto companies are experiencing operating
losses, though, they are not in a position to take full
advantage of these credits, a situation that puts further jobs
in jeopardy and threatens to hamper future investment.
Legislation passed by the General Assembly enables auto
manufacturing companies to retain employee income tax
withholdings as an alternative to the EDGE corporate tax
credits.

Supporting Public Private Partnerships

and Innovation

To encourage more economic development and create new
jobs, Illinois is working to promote public- and private-
sector cooperation in order to bring in more federal dollars.
Governor Quinn is developing a grant program that would
pair technology companies with an Illinois-based research
entity (university or national laboratory) for new product
development, technology transfer, commercialization,
or the improvement of manufacturing processes. The
program would bring private-sector experts to the table

to attract strategic investments. The Illinois Science and
Technology Coalition (ISTC) is a public-private economic
development organization founded in 2008 to promote
collaboration between public and private partners to
attract and retain R&D resources and talent. In addition
to managing the new grant program, the ISTC will house
the Illinois Innovation Council, which will assist the state
in developing an innovation agenda and be responsible for
coordinating joint proposals from private companies and
research labs to the federal government.

The ability to translate these ideas into new products,
services, technologies and jobs will be one of the marks
of success in the 21st century economy. Supporting an
innovation-based economy in Illinois will require the
strategic investment of both public and private resources
in technology and research-based sectors. The state is in
the process of building a foundation of partnerships with
the private sector that seek to increase access to capital
for small businesses, provide mentoring opportunities to
emerging entrepreneurs, and take advantage of growing
sectors like biotechnology and new energy solutions.
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Clusters in Illinois

Largest Cluster: Business & Financial Services,
942,941 jobs

Largest Growth Cluster: Business & Financial
Services, 118,017 new jobs since 2002

Most Competitive Cluster: Apparel & Textiles,
8,597 new or retained jobs due to state competitive
advantage

Most Concentrated Cluster: Machinery
Manufacturing, 1.77 times the national concentration
level


